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Gram-Uthan (GU) is a proactive community based organisation working for the
most vulnerable and socio-economically marginalised sections of the population
in the state of Odisha since 1990. Its long and arduous journey of over two
decades, GU has laid down several mile stones and supplementing efforts of the
government for the upliftment of rural poor excluded and marginalised
communities. Each passing year has witnessed some new initiatives and
innovations. The Annual report for the year 2014-2015 is not only an overview
of the interventions made and outcomes achieved but more a kind of self
assessment, self reflection and evaluation of the effort made by all our staff
members. I take this opportunity to thank all our staff members, development
partners, associates and well wishers those who have been all along with us in
our development pursuit. 

GU is a pioneer in building institutions, developing models, inclusive in its development approach and
promote sustainable development process. It has developed a cadre of skilled social activists, professionals
and continuously carrying out skill building programmes as a regular programme. The skill building
programmes include development education, personality development and empowerment of youth &
women groups. GU is working on major issues related to child development, women empowerment, human
resource development and livelihood enhancement. 

Unlike previous years, this year also we had many distinguished visitors from India and abroad. We have
learned many things from them and appreciate their suggestions. We are thankful to them and value their
presence and suggestions.  There were many challenges and constraints, yet the organisational outreach
is well set out and the institution building process is continuing in line with the vision and mission of the
organisation. The people those who have been with us all through the year to give a shape to the campus
deserve special mention because of their unflinching support and cooperation. I express my sincere
gratitude to all our women, children, youths and community as a whole those who have been with us and
part of our organisation. 

I express my sincere thanks to the Donors, Funders, Government of India, Government of Odisha,
Development Bankers and Commercial Bankers including NGOs, CSOs, and Networking Partners for
their effective support & cooperation. 

Gram-Utthan is fortunate to have full firm, matured and inspired guidance from a very distinguished
Governing Body who are persistently helping to grow the organization in all development aspects. I express
my gratefulness to the Governing Board members of GU who share a common concern for their incessant
support. Also, I would like to thank all our committed staff, Volunteers & trainers for all their hard work
and dedication with promising efforts and made it effectively visible. 

I hope that the Annual Report will be useful in sharing our partners, well wishers and other stakeholders
about our programmes and activities. We solicit valuable suggestion, support and cooperation to rope in
joint and collective efforts to expand our area of operation and programme intervention.

April 2015 (Govind Dash)
Secretary

NOTE FROM THE SECRETARY
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SECTION-I

GRAM-UTTHAN : A WORD ABOUT 
Gram-Utthan (GU) which means 'Raising of Village' a non-profit, non-political, non-religious and non-
government organization was established by the initiative of Mr. Govind Dash, a founder member, with
a group of committed activists. GU, as a Non- Governmental Development Organization (NGDO), was
registered under Societies Registration Act XXI of 1860. GU as a formal organization working in various
development fields with disadvantaged segments of society. GU's development activities focus
principally on the underprivileged populations, who have no opportunity to participate, contribute or
benefit from their economies. Its aim is to therefore create an opportunity for these people to be included
in a world that they have largely been left out from. 

LEGAL STATUS

Date of Registration Registered on 09.04.1990

Registration Number 19150/7.

Act under which registered Society Registration 1860 Act XXI

Type of organization Non-profit

FCRA No  & date of Registration Registered under FCRA Act 1976 on September 27,
1995 bearing No: 104870115 

Income Tax Registered Income Tax No: Tech. 12A-54/2004-2005,
dated: 17th November 2004, Obtained 80G

PAN No AAATU1223F

TAN No. BBNG00758C 

Operational Areas Details of Gram-Utthan:
Currently, GU covers 2616 villages, 684 Panchayats
and 48 blocks from 11districts of Odisha i.e.
Kendrapara, Bhadrak, Jajpur, Cuttack, Khurda,
Dhenkanal, & Balasore, Nuapara,Ganjam, Puri &
Angul. Except Nuapara (KBK) all the operational
districts are globally known for its regular flood,
cyclone, Tornado and distress migration. 

Strategic Intervention: Gram-Utthan is well
known as a community based organization working
with a multi sided strategy - working to strengthen the
processes of collective efforts so that marginalized
groups will get justice, equal opportunity and access
to their fundamental rights. We work with The People
to fulfil their dream of quality life and building a society
free from exploitation, with established values like
justice for all and gender equality. People are working
to secure their sources of livelihood by promoting local
knowledge and techniques. 

Gram-Utthan focuses on "bottom up" strategy meant doing a solid piece of fieldwork, and getting involved with the lives of
people.  The fieldwork strategy has evolved to one which helps people to become organized, and aware to work on the
problems they face, through a combined strategy of struggle and construction action. 
Gram-Utthan is well aware that struggle alone will not bring about a new social order, but without struggle, fundamental
social change is not possible, and constructive action alone will not bring about a new social order. Alternatives and changes
in material and social conditions, and new relationships are all necessary parts of social change.  Because, the problems
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facing the poor, oppressed, exploited are deep rooted and complex, Gram-Utthan also has the strategy of conducting
action research , networking, linkages, training that those working at the grassroots need in order to be effective in the
struggle and constructive action they do.

CORE INTERVENTIONS

Livelihood  Development and financial inclusion 

Promotion of microenterprise and Entrepreneurship Development 

Shelter to Shelter less (Rural Housing).

Integrated fish farming

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH)  

Community Health care protection and Education

Women empowerment 

Protection of children in trafficking and migration

Empowering migrant workers and their families  

Capacity Building Initiative, Training & Placement     

Disaster Preparedness & management

Networking & Grassroots level Advocacy 

Institution Building 

Study, Research & Documentation

TARGET COMMUNITIES
Scheduled Tribe (ST), Scheduled Caste (SC)

Landless, Smallholders and marginalized farmers

Vulnerable Fisher Community 

Rural Artisans, women & children 

Vulnerable youth & adolescent girls, 

Trafficking victims and HIV affected

Migrant workers, construction workers and their families  

Home based Women workers 

Ultra Poor, socially excluded & other weaker sections of the society.
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ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY
Generally, the organization capacity indicates its Human Resource. Gram Utthan has experienced qualified,
professionally trained, dedicated and committed staff in different sectors. Most of the staff members have a
long history within the organization, are ‘sons and daughters’ from the soil have emerged from the rank and
files of the organization. In general, the dedication and commitment of GU staff appears to be quite high.  

STRENGTH OF THE ORGANISATION
GU has a vast SHG network. At present 16327 nos.
of SHGs have been formed across 11 districts of
Odisha with the involvement of 174458 women
members

GU is working in partnership with the rural women
by addressing some key issues well through a
holistic vision, dynamic leadership and people
friendly environment

Well designed strategy reaching out to different key
stakeholders like  SHGs,  CBOs, Youth clubs,
Government and Private Sector functionaries

Encourage women, children and people as a whole
to participate in ongoing projects and programme 

• Well designed systems, procedures and
developmental policies

33 nos. of Professional staff from diverse educational
background, 243 nos. of skilled and disciplined staff
having extensive experience on developmental
sector, 114 trained and committed volunteers, 08
nos. of sector specific trainers on Livelihood,
Migration, Health and Nutrition, Advocacy etc     

GU’s registered office is functioning in its own
building with adequate infrastructure and modern
equipments.

GU has 2 resource centers in Kendrapara and state
capital Bhubaneswar equipped with audio visual and
training aids.

GU has 8 acres of land in Nuapada district for
construction of demonstration unit, 40,000 sq fit of
land in state capital Bhubaneswar and 4 acres of
land in Rajkanika Kendrapara. 

GU has its operation in 11 district of Odisha having
27 branch offices in the district/block head quarters
which are equipped with modern equipments. 

The organization has a good reputation with
Government institutions including Civil Society
Organizations and grassroots level NGOs in the
state.

The organization is associated with various national
and international level organizations including
corporate bodies for support services

Gram-Utthan maintains credibility with funders in
respect of timely reporting and smooth project
implementation having well lineated financial
management.

Internal strong Planning Monitoring and Evaluation
(PME) system  

Committed, Competent and Cooperation (C 3)

Development driven Collective Concern

Concern for learning and growing together

Always endeavors to Plan to Team up & Team up to
Plan

Value driven integrity, participation with transparency
and openness
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Governing Body is the supreme authority over entire
management system of GU. They take over all policy
related matters along with growth of the organization.
The Secretary is the authorized designated person
to take any decision within GU in day to day
administration. 

There are second line managers consisting of all
sector heads who are responsible to carry out their
specific roles and responsibilities. All are accountable
to Secretary of GU.

There is designated staff in the organization as
Administrative Coordinator (AC), Project Director

(PD), Project Manager (PC), Project Coordinator
(PC), Program Officer (PO), Chief Accountant,
General Accountant & Cashier, Documentation
Coordinator (DC), MIS Coordinator, Health Sector
Coordinator, Livelihood Coordinator, Social
Animators etc. 

There is a separate Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation
and Documentation (PMED) unit within the
organization to review and reporting of the project
implementation work smoothly and effectively.  Some
experienced personnel are looking after this Unit. All
are accountable to Secretary, Gram-Utthan.  Also,

There is a learning climate within the organization in
which people have become the center stage of all
our developmental programmes and planning. 

It has been a great learning that if the stakeholders
are properly guided with appropriate support services
then they will be able to come to the mainstream of
development index.  

GU is associated with ACCESS Development
services, a national level organization for capacity
building of staff and members. Often, staff are given
the opportunity to attain the specialized training
programs of national and international organizations.
Capacity building of staff is the routine activities of
GU both in-house and external.

The organization has up to a large extent a learning
approach to strategy and participatory policy making
does take place with the involvement of staff at all
levels which is facilitated by senior managers within
the organization. 

Systems for data collection are by and large, in place.     

More optimal use is made in terms of analysis,
comparison, testing, and generalization, developing

knowledge and providing feedback to internal
policies, systems and procedures.

Financial systems are in general terms used for
control as a management Information System with
so much of internal learning. 

Internal exchange takes place mainly with regard to
sharing of (some) information, by gearing to common
understanding of issues and joint reflections upon
policies and the development practices of Gram-
Utthan.

The organization creates scope for mutual sharing
and learning.

Scanning of the environment does take place, both
at organization and staff and village level.

Inter-organizational learning does take place through
networks. 

In general Gram-Utthan as a development
organization do culture is highly prevalent and valued
within the organization. The organization and the
various project teams are highly activity oriented. It
has its pro’ and con.’

GRAM-UTTHAN AS A LEARNING ORGANISATION

INTERNAL MANAGEMENT MECHANISM 
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there is a separate unit for financial management which looks after all the clean accounting system, project
management and day to day expenditure with special emphasis on MIS.

GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 

The Governing Body is the apex policy making board of Gram-Utthan. It holds its meetings 4 times in a year
with the motive to develop the organization with new innovative ideas and development strategies to achieve
the result and target goal. The Governing body consists of 11 members. The Governing Body is elected for a
period of at least 3 years. The Management is completely participatory and the level of decision-making is
decentralized. Gram-Utthan is also convinced of Good Governance at the grassroots level for the integral
development.

ORGANOGRAM

The Governing Body forms the highest authority within the organization. The General Body & Governing Body
consists mainly of development Practitioners from national and international organizations.  The Governing
Body is headed by its President.  Three women representatives are also included in the GB of Gram-Utthan. 

Further, it is laudable that such broad – based bodies have been set up, in order to advise and support the
Gram-Utthan Secretary and its staff. As an organization GU functions democratically and is being managed by
its GB.  

The organogram of Gram-Utthan has evolved over the years, from an informal structure when it was small to
the more formal and organized structures and systems today. The organization has built up along the principles
of a line organization. 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF ACTIVITIES
SECTION-II

AN OVERVIEW OF GU’S PROGRAMMATIC AND DEVELOPMENTAL WORK
Poverty not only deprives people of basic needs but also
marginalizes them and leaves them vulnerable to
exploitation. Thus access to livelihood development and a
means to earn a wage is a fundamental need for maintaining
a life with dignity. 

Through decades of work in the development sector, Gram-
Utthan has witnessed the power of increased livelihood on
the ability of the earning member to participate in family
decisions and play a greater role in society as well. This is
why one of our core programs has been to develop
sustainable livelihood opportunities to marginalized
community in rural and semi urban areas with a special
emphasis to rural poor women. 

Over the years, 16,327 nos. of SHGs have been formed
across 11 districts of Odisha with the involvement of 1,
74,458 women members. At present, raising savings

increases the sense of ownership and also helps the
member and the group leverage greater external finance.
The self-help groups in all our program areas provided a
vital entry point to mobilize women of the community and
the groups played an active role in promoting integrated
livelihood, microenterprise and entrepreneurship
development. 

The organization works in partnership with the rural women
by addressing some key issues well through a holistic vision,
dynamic leadership and people friendly environment. To its
credit, Gram-Utthan has a well designed strategy reaching
out to different key stakeholders like SHGs, CBOs, Youth
clubs, Government and Private Sector functionaries and
encourage women, children and people as a whole to
participate in ongoing projects and programs which are
reflected in the proceeding pages. 

CURRENTLY FOCUSED INTERVENTION

Improve Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) 
Promote Gender Equity, Mainstreaming Gender & Financial Inclusion
Child protection and social Inclusion 
Shelter for shelter-less
Livelihood, food and Nutrition Security
Entrepreneurship Development
Promotion of viable microenterprise
Rural & Urban Poverty Program for Migrant Workers/ Support to dependents
and households of migrants/ Legal counseling and support to migrants at risk
Conduct Long and short Duration Skill sector training  
Disaster Risk Reduction
Networking, building partnership and alliances  
Information Education & Communication 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION ABOUT SOME IMPORTANT PROGRAMS

AWARENESS & DEMAND GENERATION:

The lack of access to and availability of safe drinking water
and sanitation has devastating effects on many aspects of
daily life by the rural poor that carry the highest burdens of
disease which disproportionately impact children less than
five years of age. Lack of these basic necessities also
influences the work burden, safety, education, and equity of
women. While poverty has been a major barrier to gaining
access to safe drinking water and sanitation in many parts
of the coastal Odisha, access to and the availability of safe
water is a prerequisite to the sustainable growth and
development of communities around the project area where
water.org project is implemented. 

Considering the importance of water and sanitaion issues,
awareness raising and demand generation programs have
been organised during this reporting year and the

communities aware about the importance of safe drinking
Water, Sanitation and hygiene and created demand for the
products which is basic essential for healthy life and healthy
environment.

CLIENT MOBILIZATION & GROUP FORMATION

We consider that client mobilization and group formation is one of the essential components. It is worthy to mention that
most of the rural people are not aware about the importance of health seeking behavior around water and sanitation.
Therefore, water connectivity and creating ‘clean’ (i.e. open defecation free) villages with the help of concerned project
team is of indispensable in community mobilization for better health establishing a strong community based institutional
capacity and accountability mechanisms. In order to translate that into exsting SHG  members along with new SHGs
have been mobilised and provided water credit support for Water connection, Toilet construction and purchase of water
filter during this reporting period with the hard core efforts of the project team members. 

1. COMMUNITY BASED PROJECT & PROGRAMS
1.1. JALJEEVIKA PROJECT  (Each drop of water adding value to livelihoods):

“Jaljeevika”, the water.org’s supported project is carried out in Kendrapada, Bhadrak and Jajpur coastal district,
Odisha. Access to safe drinking water and a healthy living environment are overarching goals that shape Gram-
Utthan’s Jaljeevika development programs.  The process of our approach is to help communities help design and
construct their own sustainable water supply systems through new solutions, new credit facility models, greater
transparency for creating a lasting change.  The program awakens them to independently sustain their own water
and sanitation management systems such as Feasibility Assessment / Water Quality Testing, Community
Assessment, Product Design, Product Testing, Product Refinement, Skill Building, Health and Hygiene Education
Awareness and Demand Generation, Promotion of Hand Washing practices among school children, Loan
Administration Training etc. activities have been planned carefully to fulfill the broader vision of water.org and
accordingly started ensuring close engagement with various stakeholders during the implementation of the program
to execute successfully to achieve the objectives of this program. 
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WATER CREDIT PRODUCT TRAINING :

Under the water credit product training focused mainly on
WatSan product training  where client are being educated on
WASH loan product such as loan amount, rate of interest and
repayment terms. It is mainly conducted to create a good
transparency among the clients before taking the loan. During
this quarter, 59 nos. of water credit product training has been
conducted in Bhadrak, Kendrapara and Jajpur districts  with
the involvelment of 1307 no. of clients.  

SCHOOL AWARENESS ACTIVITIES :

Inadequate sanitary conditions and poor hygiene
practices play major roles in the increased
burden of communicable disease in Odisha. The
knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAP) of
hygiene among rural school children in Odisha
and assessed the extent to which proper
knowledge of hygiene is associated with personal
hygiene characteristics. Although water and
sanitation facilities in schools are increasingly
recognized as fundamental for promoting good
hygiene behaviour and children's well-being, many schools
have very poor facilities. This situation contributes to
absenteeism and the high drop-out rates of girls. Further,
schools partly determine children's health and well-being
by providing a healthy or unhealthy environment. 

Considering this importance, Gram-Utthan kept on
educating the school children on Proper sanitation,

Personal Hygienic &  promotion of proper handwashing
practices with soap through role-play, debate competition
on specific topic, singing of hygiene songs, story telling on
WatSan activities. The School teachers are also  involve
actively as part  of School Awareness activities. All these
activities are carried out through our Village Health Worker
and project in three coastal districts. 

The crux of this hand washing is that we are
reaching out to school children in hundreds of
many schools of three coastal districts. Children
that adopt hygienic practices encourage their
parents to do the same. Additionally, children who
are raised using toilets are comfortable with this
practice and help to influence the sanitary
practices in the families and community. Also, the
children being aware pledge commitment for a
Healthier Life and Safer Tomorrow. This is one of
the positive impacts while intervening water. org’s
project.  
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TRAINING FOR VHW / PRI / GOVT. STAFF 

Existing institutional capacity is very limited particularly
in terms of social engineering and leadership at block
and district level functionaries. Support activity
undertakes action on various aspects of water and
sanitation including new technologies, through IEC to
provide capacity development of functionaries at all
levels. It is the responsibility of Govt. and NGOs to
enhance community participation and demand creation
through development of strategies with effective
combination of mass and personal communication for
different groups. Considering its importance, during this
reporting period conducted training for  VHWs, PRIs and
Goverment officials  about how to mobilize the community
and created demand  for household water connection and
toilet construction including  their role, responsibility and
accountability for supporting water and sanitation. The

training has developed their understanding about the
adverse impact of waterborne disease and open
defecation.   Also refreshed their roles and responsible in
the community for WatSan promotion, developing different
models and support in  strengthening   village level WASH
committee. 

WORLD WATER DAY CELEBRATION

As usual world Water Day has been celebrated by
Gram-Utthan on 22nd March 2015. The program was
held at Hotel Suryansh, Bhubaneswar, participated
cross sector representatives like Development Bank,
commecial BanksINGOs, Women SHG members,
PRI members from operatopnal districts, elites and
intellectuals including medial representatives from
various print and electronic media etc.  

The meeting was chaired by  Mrs. Nibedita Nayak,
OSSWB, Odisha.The other renowned persons were
shared the dais such as the chief Speaker Mr. Jagadanand,
Mentor & Co-Founder CYSD,  Guest of Honour was Mr.
B.K. Mishra, DGM, NABARD, Guest of Honour, Mr.
Pravakar Senapati, President, Gram-Utthan, Mrs.
Subhashree Das, Director, ISD & Treasurer.  The program
started at 10.30 a. m with the welcome address by Mr.
Govind Chandra Dash, Secretary, Gram-Utthan. Further,

Mr. Srikant Sundar Dash, the Project Manager made brief
remarks to explain the purpose of world water day. All the
dignitaries singled out about the current scenario of
drinking water crisis and its impact lives and livings. 

The program came to an end about 4pm with a ward of
thanks to all dignitaries and the participants by Mr. Gobinda
Chandra Nayak, Assistant Secretary, Gram-Utthan. 

PARTICIPATION OF OTHER STOCKHOLDERS & COLLABORATING ORGANIZATION
Strengthening participation of other stockholders & collaborating organization is one of the core activities under the
project for successful implementation. The Government line department,  PRI members and CBOs are playing a
supporting role for mobilising the community  access to safe drinking water and sanitation.
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MONTHLY AND ANNUAL REVIEW MEETING

Monthly and Annual review meetings are regularly organized into
monitor the project activities. In the staff review meeting, the
achievement of the target VS deliverables as mentioned in work
plan are reviewed, further, the staff share the important case
studies towards others. The field level achievement, demand
generation, Hygiene education, knowledge assessment,
communication skill are measured by the concerned project team
members. Subsequent monthly work plan activities are planned
after review. 

ACHIEVEMENT ON WASH LOAN DISBURSEMENT 

Product Number of Clients /households 

Loan Disbursement for Water Connection 2009

Loan Disbursement for Toilet Construction 955

Loan Disbursement for Water Quality Improvement
(Water filter) 113

Total 3077

QUANTITATIVE PROGRESS

Program Activity Categories Achievements

Feasibility Assessment / Water Quality Testing 117

Community Assessment 375

Awareness and demand generation 375
Client Mobilization and Group formation 4478
Training to VHW/ PRI/ Govt. Staffs 4

Street Play 15
School Awareness Activities 34
IEC Material Development 6000

World Water Day Celebration 8

Water Credit Product Trainings 4574
WASH activity Training 4634

Meetings with Govt. Officials/departments 16

Construction of household water connection 2009

Construction of Cost effective Toilets 955
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Program Activity Categories Achievements
Water Quality Improvement KIT distribution 113
Technical assistance in WASH Infrastructure construction or facilitation 2892
Wall Paintings 45
Video Film Development 1
WASH Magazine 3
Product Design 1
Product Testing 1
Product Refinement 1
Negotiate with Financial Institutions 8
Visit to Financial Institutions 6
Exposure to other organizations 1
Tracking GPS Coordinates 32
MIS Management of Client Database 3077
Internal Audit 8
Water.org Monthly Reporting 13
Program Monitoring Meetings And Borrower Visits 13

Annual Review meet 1

OVERALL IMPACT
Huge demand has been generated among communities on safe drinking water and proper sanitation through awareness
raising programs. Also, the members have been mobilized about the importance of water and sanitation. The program
has impacted among the group members towards health seeking behaviors through client Mobilization and Group for-
mation. Potential water credit clients have been identified and listed for water credit lending through outreach activities.
The targeted groups have been made aware about loan amount, rate of interest and repayment terms based on water
connection model and WatSan product aspects through water credit product training. 
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WATER AND SANITATION MODEL 

VARIETIES OF WATER MODEL
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1.2. SANITATION PROJECT SUPPORTED BY FINISH SOCIETY: 
Gram-Utthan works with FINISH Society, the Netherlands to solve the health and sanitation need of the communities.
Health and sanitation is a very important part of life for the rural poor and it’s of great concern due to the lack of
affordable quality services within their reach & cost. Poor health and sanitation causes many problems in rural areas,
including high rates of morbidity and mortality. There are not sufficient awareness facilities from government, so
Gram-Utthan is creating health and sanitation awareness by linking people with services and entitlements.

CORE ACTIVITIES OF THE PROJECT 
Developing innovative IEC
Awareness Campaign and demand generation
for sanitation 
Masons Training 
Social Animators Training 
Street Play
SHG meet
PRI Meet Secretary, GU  speaks to  women group in Jajpur district, Odisha

PROGRESS DETAIL

Sl. No Activity Particulars Targeted Achieved 

A Awareness Campaign
Number 120 239

No. of People Covered 6000 7463

B Film Show
Number 10 4

No. of People Covered 9000 236

C Leaflets Distribution 
(av 5 persons / leaflet)

Number 10000 10900

No. of People Covered 50000 54500

D Wall writings 
(av 500 persons / WP)

Number 30 12

No. of People Covered 15000 6000

E SHGs Meetings
Number 300 288

No. of People Covered 4000 4574

F PRI Meetings
Number 20 6

No. of People Covered 1000 125

G School Activity
Number 100 46

No. of People Covered 5000 2334

H Street Play
Number 60 8
No. of People Covered 3600 448
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Sl. No Activity Particulars Targeted Achieved 

I Animators Training
Number 1 1
No. of People Covered 20 24

J Ref. Animators Training
Number 1 0
No. of People Covered 20 0

K Mason Trainings
Number 20 5
No. of People Covered 240 61

L No. of  Sanitation
Facilitated

Number 10000 2775
No. of People Covered 50000 14035

IMPACT
Created community awareness through awareness campaign, film show based on
health and sanitation, street Play and innovative IEC.  
The sanitation habits of people in program areas are increasing. 
The trained Mason engaged for toilets construction and also kept on proving
technical guidance for Cost effective toilets model considering the local material
availability.
The trained Animators are effectively and efficiently deliver their routine services in
program villages. 

1.3. KALYANI RURAL SANI MART (KRSM) 
Socially, culturally and traditionally, sanitation is not a
common priority and the market is almost non-existent. To
overcome this barrier, it is an imperative initiative that Gram-
Utthan is creating a “platform” of potential performers, clients
and beneficiaries in the sanitation sector to help rural people
access to safe sanitation including sanitation awareness
raising, community mobilization and outreach services. 
The KRSM play a vital role not only accessing cost reduction
toilet construction materials also ensures Proper health &

Mr. Nayakam,Sr. WatSan Officer, Water.org India at KRSM
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hygiene management. The KRSM is a typically rural production center and retail outlet that manufactures and
market cost effective material such as toilet pans and traps, pit lining rings, squatting plates and material for
construction of rural toilets. It also avails other items relating to home and personal hygiene like long-handled ladles
for drinking water pots, brooms, brushes, water filters, soaps and disinfectants are also included in its inventory
along with sanitary napkins. 
At present, Gram-Utthan has set up 13 nos.  of Kalyani Rural Sanitary Marts (KRSMs) supported by NABARD and
ekutir Rural Management Services Private Limited, a rural social enterprise that creates growth engines for
sustainable livelihoods and commerce. 
Through the support of ekutir Gram-Utthan has set up Rural SaniMart and created 13 Entrepreneurs in three coastal
districts i.e. Kendrapada, Bhadrak and Jajpur in Odisha.

1.4. SHAKTI VARTA
Shakti Varta is a unique initiative of Government of
Odisha. It operates through the existing structure of
Mission Shakti. The main objective of the program is
to reduce Infant and maternal mortality through
mutual learning and behaviour change. The target
group of the program is all pregnant and lactating
mothers, adolescent girls and all the members of
SHGs.  This program addresses issue related to new
born and infant, pregnant and lactating mothers
including nutrition, water, sanitation and hygiene.
This is a joint initiative of Health and Family Welfare,
Women and Child Development Department and
Rural Development departments. TMST provides
technical assistance to the program in planning,

implementation and monitoring. Likewise a district
team supports the implementing agencies. 
GU has undertaken Shakti Varta program in Bhadrak
District. The program started on May 29, 2014 on a
PPP mode for a better implementation. This is a
convergent Community Process program

inaugurated by Shri Naveen Patnaik, Hon'ble Chief
Minister, Government of Odisha on 30th April 2013.
The program highlights community mobilization using
Participatory Learning Action (PLA) cycle with the
involvement of women’s Self Help Group (SHG) of
Mission Shakti and targeted to reduce infant &
maternal mortality. It also envisaged improving water,
sanitation and hygiene practices through PLA
process.  
Gram-Utthan as district level Partner organization
has participated on orientation programs held on 18th
June 2014 organized at IMA House, Bhubaneswar.
The purpose of the meet was to introduce about
partner organizations, Functionaries, SHG PLA
Coordinator and FOO designed a functional process
for smooth implementation of the SHAKTI VARTA
project.
The Orientation cum Induction Training too was
successfully organized by Gram-Utthan for Shakti
Varta programme in close coordination with TMST-
Odisha, on 25th and 26th August 2014 at ASHA
training hall Tihidi. The newly recruited BCs and
BFCs were trained on SHAKTI VARTA program
understanding in details. Topics like PLA concept,
aim and objectives, cycles and phases along with the
role and responsibility of BC & BFC were discussed
intensely.
The district launching cum orientation program was
held on 16th April 2015 at Jilla Sanskruti Bhavan. The
Dist. Collector inaugurated and presided over the
program. President Zilla Parishad, chaired as Guest
of Honour. CDPOs of all block, MO, I/Cs, ADMO FW,
DPM, NHM, DSWO, Members of RWSS, BLF
President and Secretaries of all Block, Dist NOP
team were present in the launching ceremony.
Shakti Varta has consisted of 20 meeting cycle,
where problems related to Maternal and New Born

District Level Launching Ceremony of Sakti Varta Project
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child will be identified in area specific and the same
will be intervened by utilizing the local resources best
integrating Nutrition, Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
involving the community members, find out the
strategies to solve the problem as well as make
review of their own actions by themselves.  In this
PLA process, the Self Help Groups of the villages will
be strengthened and encourage others to participate
in the program. 
As part or work collected block / Gram Panchayat
Maps, BC area division map, Population data
collection as per 2011 census, Revenue and Hamlet
village list, Village wise SHG list, Area division of GP
among BCs, identification of residential training
venue points in Block, visit to AWC to know about

different programs/ schemes for Maternal and child
Health, Coding of SVpoints and SHGs were
completed in all the 7blocks. 
The BCMT from ICDS and BLFS were nominated in
due process by the CDPO, President and Secretary
of BLFs of each Block. 386 numbers of SHG
facilitators were nominated by the direct involvement
of BLF and GPLF in all 7 blocks and they will carry
out the SHG PLA cycle meetings at concerned SV
point level. Various non budgeted activities like
Swachha Bharat Abhiyan, observation of World Hand
Washing Day, world Health day, World Women’s Day
were also organized and observed under the
program.

1.5. SANITATION PROGRAM SUPPORTED BY eKUTIR
Gram-Utthan has set up Rural Sanimart by the support of ekutir Rural Management Services Private Limited, a
rural social enterprise that creates growth engines for sustainable livelihoods and commerce. Gram-Utthan through
eKutir targets to fulfill the health needs of rural communities with massive socio-economic transformations through
an effective use ICT to create scalable and sustainable social businesses. Through the suport of ekutir Rural
Management Services Private Limited, Gram-Utthan has set up Rural SaniMart, the details as follows:  

Sl. No District Block Village Covered 

1 Kendrapada 

Rajkanika
Khulari

Parinuapada

Aul
Jenavali

Manikapatana
Manikapatana

Pattamundai Badamulabasanta
2 Bhadrak Tihidi Mangarajpur

3 Jajpur
Dasarathpur Narayanpur

Jajpur Devidwar
Binjharpur Barakoti

Total 03 07 10

Mr. K.C. Mishra,  head of
eKutir,  Odisha, and

Officials from World Toilet
Organisation (WTO)

interact with Mr. Govind
Dash, Secretary, Gram-

Utthan at Sanishop
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1.6. HEALTH INTEGRATION IN LIVELIHOOD DEVELOPMENT: 
The project is carried out in two underserved and inaccessible blocks i.e. Rajkanika & Aul blocks of Kendrapara
district with technical and financial assistance from Freedom from Hunger (a US based international development
non-profit organisation. The main characteristics of the initiative are focused in addressing economic and social
(mainly health) issues of the beneficiaries on a common platform as it has been found that poverty cannot be solved
only through microfinance alone. There needs to be other social dimensions to the regular flood affected communities
and health is one important dimension to be addressed simultaneously. Along with microfinance activities,
beneficiaries are getting opportunities to strengthen their knowledge and improve their behaviours on preventive,
promotive and curative health care. 

Non-financial health products and services (health care achievements): 
Total Health SHGs-44
Member’s involved-706
Conducted Health Education session-318 
Total Medicine Points-60
Total water filter sold-271

1.7. SHELTER TO SHELTERLESS COMBINED WITH RURAL SANITATION PROGRAM
The program is known “shelter to shelterless” with sanitation facility”. It is a dignified step by NABARD Odisha for
providing loan support to the underserved rural communities.  Thus NABARD is helping Gram-Utthan towards
reaching the poorest, reaching and empowering women, building financially self-sufficient institutions and ensuring
a positive and measurable impact upon the lives of clients and their families. 

Sl.
No Name of Block 

No of households
accessed to
housing loan  

No of households
accessed to

sanitation loan  

1 Rajkanika 14 50

2 Aul 06 19

3 Pattamundai 03 42

Total 23 111

Beneficiary with her completed toilet
supported by NABARD
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1.8. HOUSING, WATER & SANITATION THROUGH SWARNA PRAGATI HOUSING FINANCE Ltd.

Gram-Utthan provides financial support to build new house, addition to existing house, modification of old house,
repairs simple homes construction through Swarna Pragati Housing Finance Ltd. as its Business Associate. With a
short span, GU could facilitate 2756 women SHG Members with credit support to construct their dream houses.
Gram-Utthan presently lends only to women clients as they have the most credible repayment record. Gram-Utthan
strictly follows the principle of never going beyond the absorptive and repayment capacity of the borrower. This
philosophy is embedded in the minds of the field staff through training, workshops and also during other capacity
building measures undertaken for them. This along with the code of conduct is repeatedly emphasized to the field
workers as they do the preliminary group selection as well as have the highest integration with the client.

Sl. No. Name of Branch No of client accessed
to housing loan

Amt of loan
disbursed

No of houses
completed

No of houses under
construction

1 ATHGARH 237 30655000 237 45

2 NUAPATNA 133 13335000 133 11
3 DHENKANAL 120 13780000 120 33
4 CHANDIKHOLE 174 21400000 174 55

5 KUAKHIA 145 16920000 145 65

6 BHANDARI POKHARI 60 5805000 60 32

7 BHADRAK 36 2190000 36 7
8 SORO 161 24920000 161 48
9 BASUDEVPUR 184 21420000 184 63

10 NILAGIRI 60 7500000 60 18
11 TIHIDI 123 14305000 123 54
12 CHANDABALI 69 5680000 69 29

13 JAJPUR 327 34670000 327 67

14 MANGALPUR 311 31200000 311 47

DETAILS BRANCHWISE HOUSING PROGRESS AS ON 31st MARCH 2015
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Sl. No. Name of Branch No of client accessed
to housing loan

Amt of loan
disbursed

No of houses
completed

No of houses under
construction

15 PRITIPUR 174 15520000 174 31

16 GOVINDPUR 16 1630000 16 2

17 AUL 72 6025000 72 27

18 RAJKANIKA 144 16735000 144 61

19 PATTAMUNDAI 120 12185000 120 23

20 MADANPUR 28 4280000 28 9

21 JARIMULA 15 1910000 15 4

22 STAFF 16 3749000 16 1

TOTAL 2725 305814000 2725 732

WATER AND SANITATION ACHIEVEMENT

Sl.
No Name of Branches

No of client
accessed to water
& Sanitation loan 

Amount of
loan

disbursed 

1 ATHGARH 1 2500

2 NUAPATNA 2 45000

3 CHANDIKHOLE 10 200000

4 KUAKHIA 8 170000

5 BHADRAK 26 620000

6 SORO 1 25000

7 BASUDEVPUR 27 660000

8 TIHIDI 12 295000

9 CHANDABALI 24 590000

10 JAJPUR 20 400000

11 MANGALPUR 26 650000

12 PRITIPUR 14 280000

13 AUL 27 665000

14 RAJKANIKA 24 565000

15 PATTAMUNDAI 23 565000

Total 245 5732500

Inaugural meet

SPH Official and GU staff interact with SHG members

completed toilet with water connection
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1.9. INTEGRATED FISH FARMING UMBRELLA PROGRAM FOR NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (UPNRM)  
GU is implementing Integrated Fish Farming, Umbrella Program for Natural Resource Management (UPNRM) by
the support of NABARD in four blocks i.e. Rajkanika, Aul, Pattamundai and Rajnagar of Kendrapara District. Umbrella
Programme for Natural Resource Management (UPNRM) focused to achieve environmental friendly economic
growth by linking natural resource management with livelihood improvements of the fish farmers on scientific fish
farming through renovation of ponds along with duck rearing and vegetable cultivation. Given limited farm lands
and low crop productivity on small landholdings, integrated fish farming has proven to be a unique and attractive
option. Gram-Utthan with the support of UPNRM took up the challenge to introduce this innovative model to the
local farmers to increase their incomes.  

The project implementation is going on in a very systematic manner emphasizing on the following aspects – 
Selection of potential beneficiaries
Project Staff capacity building training on IFF
Objective sharing & economic viabilities
Renovation, extension and repair of existing ponds
Capacity building training on Fish farming
Objective Sharing work shop
Exposure cum Inter-cross visit
Formation of fish farmers cluster
Formation of Block level fish farmers federation
Forward and backward market linkages

PROGRESS UNDER CAPACITY BUILDING INITIATIVE

Activity No of
Program 

No of
days 

No of
beneficiaries

per batch 

No of
batches 

No of
beneficiaries
participated 

Objective Sharing work shop 10 1 30 10 446

Exposure cum training to CIFA/Similar Institute 10 2 30 3 102

Training on Fish Farming 10 1 30 9 394

Training on Duck Rearing 2 1 20 1 37

Training on Poultry 2 1 30 2 87

Training on Dairy 7 2 30 2 62

Experience sharing work shop  among old  and
new 10 1 30 6 237

Horticulture cum vegetable & Vermincompost,
Azola and bio pesticide preparation and it's use
cultivation training

10 1 30 6 244
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Activity No of
Program 

No of
days 

No of
beneficiaries

per batch 

No of
batches 

No of
beneficiaries
participated 

Project Staff Training 2 3 8 2 21

Fish calender cum register 300 0 0 300 0

Project Staff  Exposure Programme 1 5 8 1 8

Total 364 18 246 342 1638

UPNRM partner visit at GU Training on Fish farming at Khulari

Training on Duck rearing Training on poultry management Training on Dairy management

Integration with veg. cultivation
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Farmers exposure cum training at KVK, Kendrapara Training on horti. cum veg. cultivation training

Fish Farming

During the reporting year, Gram-Utthan
has steered the process well and have
led the process in a positive note. The
beneficiaries have shown visible their
confidence to take up Integrated Fish
Farming (IFF) as a sustainable
livelihood option. The farmers had
never tasted the real income from their
ponds; GU intervention came as
surprise and morale boost to adopt IFF.
Farmers receive technical know-how in
a systemic manner along with financial
support as per the plan. The GU team
continues to provide technical support
(physical visit + telephone call) to non-
members. 

Farmers who have availed loan have
started paying back their dues as per

plan. Feeding of fishes for healthy
growth is being practiced. The PH of
water is being maintained well. Dykes
of ponds have been prepared with pits
for taking up Horticulture plantation.
There is a significant difference of pond
management by UPNRM beneficiaries
compared to other. Documents are
being well maintained and tracking of
progress in physical and financial
transaction is transparent. Integration
of fish farming with vegetable
cultivation and rearing of ducks has
showed results.

Farmers have learnt to integrate and
rear fish, ducks and geese. The banks
of ponds are used for raising fruit
bearing trees like banana, papaya and

also for vegetable production. The
project with NABARD’s loan renovates
existing ponds, provides capacity
building trainings to farmers and give
them quality feed and vegetable seeds.
The farmers who used to scrape all
together not more than 500 to 800 kg
fish per hectare are now getting an
abundant harvest of 3000 kg. A total
number of 100 farmers are benefitting
today from this project.

The project contributes fish farmers
provide ample of fish and vegetables
selling in the locality and lead them
towards sustainable development.
Importantly, IFF demonstration unit
established at Nahulia of Rajkanika
block including Farmers Knowledge

OVERALL IMPACT
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Center and Captive Nursery Pond. The
farmers accessed to horticultural
plants from central nursery. 

Also, developed networking for quality
fish seed procurement. Promoted fish
farming at community based ponds
with the help of Village, and also

provided technical support to the
interested farmers to replicate IFF
activities in their field. Apart, facilitated
exposure cum training to the ICZMP as
well as NGO supported Farmers. The
capacity building training programs
have positively impacted among the

interested farmers for post flood fish
farming activities

Linked up beneficiary with Bank under
financial inclusion, in the process,
promoted 51 seed grower ( Rajkanika
block-16, Aul block-8, Pattamundai
block -7 and  Rajnagar block-20) 

SUCCESS STORY
Bikash Nayak, Mob No: 9937209531

Mr. Bikas Kumar Nayak (28) S/o- Sanatan Nayak dwelling in a thatched house in the farm premises having single
room at Sebasahi Village under Rajkanika in the district of Kendrapara, Odisha. After completion of 10th class, he
started a cement retail shop on 2004 and continued business till 2004 which he could not succeed. Later Bikas started
a hotel in the nearest market at Ashok Bazar closed to PWD road. Govt. demolished his Hotel due to road extension.
With the advice of his father, he excavated a pond of 50 decimals water spread area in the year 2011 through the
financial assistance of Central Cooperative Bank. Due to lack of technical knowledge Bikas failed on fish farming. 
Hereafter, he came to know that Gram-Utthan is providing both technical and financial support to the fish farmers
through NABARD under UPNRM Project. He attended training on integrated fish farming and also availed Rs.70,000/-
loan support in two phases for fish and prawn seed, fish feed, vegetable cultivation and duckery unit.
He procured quality Indian carp fingerlings, prawn seed, Fish feed, vegetable seeds and rearing of 25 nos. of ducks.
Bikas also started a poultry farm having two hundred birds capacity. Adopted improved technology and followed the
process of integrated fish farming activities by the continuous follow-up and technical guidance of Gram-Utthan project
team. He could able to produce 400kg fish, prawn 45 kg prawn, 338 kg chicken, 500-600kg vegetables form my farm
and selling in the local market at a reasonable price.

SL No Particulars Quantity Amount

Inputs-
1 Fish seeds 50kg X @140/- 7,000/-

2 Prawn Seeds 5kg  X @600/- 3,000/-

3 Vegetable seeds 4,924/-

4 Fish feed 6,875/-

5 Duck/poultry rearing 30,390/-

Total 52,189/-
Out put-

1 Fish 500kgs X@100/- 50,000/-
2 Prawn 45kgs X@300/- 13,500/-
3 Vegetables 42,000/-
4 Chicken 338kg X@130/- 43,940/-

Total 1,49,440/-

Today, Bikas earns Rs.12500/- per month, and
able to provide green vegetable, fish, egg, and
chicken to his family members and sold the
surplus. Seeing his success, fellow farmers of his
village started the integrated fish farming
activities. Now, Bikas is a recognized farmer in
the locality.
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1.9.1. ESTABLISHMENT OF FARMER’S KNOWLEDGE CENTER’
With a view to facilitate the modern technology, timely information regarding agriculture, farm and non-farm sectors
Gram-Utthan initiated this innovative activity by establishing the Farmers’ Knowledge Centre’ on 16 October 2012
at Nahulia chhak of Rajkanika block with the following objectives: 

Transforming knowledge of farmers with appropriate technology.
To demonstrate quality seed by providing feed & vaccine to rural farmers.
Skill development for steady & regular supply of inputs.
Use of medicine, chemicals, plankton testing net & PH paper or liquid.
To supply 30 days reared ducklings & arrangement of quality fry, fingerlings, yearlings or table fish.
To facilitate appropriate remedy and consultancy on the spot by external technical experts through project
site visit when & where needed.
Method for Preparation of bio- pesticide from locally available resources.
To promote Azola, Vermin compost & general compost.
To collect foundation seed and to facilitate knowledge of seed treatment & preservation method.

1.10. MIGRATION SERVICES PROJECT, PHASE-III:  
The migration services project implementation work is going on in 2 blocks i.e. Rajkanika and Aul under coastal
Kendrada district. Rajkanika and Aul blocks are witnessing large scale migration of unemployed and school dropout
poor youth to various states and cities to work in plumbing, plywood (factory worker) and other allied sectors. Youth
migration is quite dominating in these blocks. 
The single most reason for migration of youth particularly the unskilled youth migration in the region is high levels
of unemployment. There are also other reasons such as uneven distribution of resources, non remunerative
economic activities and basic services. It has been known that the unskilled youth migrants also use migration as
coping system to escape from unemployment. Migration too helps them to find out a better opportunity and livelihood
at destination. The survey reveals that opportunities in urban areas for employment has been a pull factor attracting
migrants from rural to urban areas and from smaller towns and cities to larger urban areas. 
During this 3rd phase project, the entire two blocks covered under migration services project. The rural migrant
workers are a vulnerable population: their skill levels are low, they lack information and connections, and they are
often unable to avail prevailing economic and social opportunities. An overall program Goal of the project is to
empowering rural migrant workers and their families by addressing their complex issues through an integrated
service delivery approach. 

DETAILS OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAM AS ON 31ST MARCH 2015

Trade Number of trainees
trained No of Placement Self employed

Mobile repairing 30 23 4

Motor winding 76 58 3

Plumbing 73 70 0

House wiring 15 08 5
Driving 69 36 0
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Trade Number of trainees
trained No of Placement Self employed

Masonry 15 0 15

Tailoring 165 16 89

Welding 12 12 0

Agarbati and candle making 160 0 160

Total 615 223 276

FOCUSED ACTIVITIES: 

Panchayat survey, Outreach & Mobilization

Reduction of In-transit Harassment of workers through canopy campaign  

Knowledge Generation & Research

Registration & Photo ID Work 

Training & Placement of unemployed youth 

Legal Aid

Financial Services & Social Security  

Collectivization 

Family support program 

Advocacy Initiatives 

Staff Capacity Building & IEC
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QUANTITATIVE PROGRESS 

Activities No of Program No of participants benefited

Outreach & Mobilization 

Footfalls in two centres Centre 1 & 2 1780

Canopy Campaigns 26 2867

Registration & ID cards Issued Centre 1 & 2 3845

Skill Development Training Program

Imparted short duration vocational Skill training among the
youth those who are on the verge of migration 6 90

No of trained youth placed immediately after training 21 21

Collectivization & Legal Aid

Events organized by collectives 4

Legal disputes registered Centre 1 & 2 140

Legal disputes resolved Centre 1 & 2 44

Total Compensation facilitated Centre 1 & 2 134321

Legal literacy [no: of events] 8 498

Social security program
Linkages with Board of construction worker Centre 1 & 2 1204
Social security claims settled Centre 1 & 2 170

Amount settled Centre 1 & 2 600000

Financial Inclusion

Financial literacy Events 24 1178

No: of Bank linkages Centre 1 & 2 2125

Insurance linkages Centre 1 & 2 1321

Health  Inclusion

No of Health camps organized 10 1945

No of health awareness events organized 370 11974

Lobby & advocacy

No of Policy advocacy events organized 07 146

No of capacity building training program conducted among
project team 07 82

No of staff exposure visit 1 7
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Registration and Canopy Campaign Meeting with Plumbers Collective

Meeting with Plumbers Collective Block level Interface on migration issues

District level Media conference on migrant issues Celebration of International Labour's Day
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Trade Number of
trainees trained 

No of
Placement

Self
employed

Mobile repairing 30 23 4

Motor winding 76 58 3

Plumbing 73 70 0

House wiring 15 08 5

Driving 69 36 0

Masson 15 15 0

Tailoring 165 16 89

PAN IIT(Welding) 12 12 0

Total 455 238 101

SKILL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING DETAILS UNDER
MIGRATION SUPPORT SERVICES PROJECT AS ON 31ST MARCH 2015

Plumbers Practical Training

Training on Motor winding

YEAR WISE REGISTRATION & ID CARD DISTRIBUTION

2011-2012 825

2012- 13 2145

2013-14 1691

1014-15 3845
Total 8506

LEGAL DISPUTE  CASES

Legal dispute  cases registered 156

Case resolved through mediation 75

Compensation facilitated 4,38,975
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OVERALL IMPACT

Outreach and
Mobilization

All the targeted participants increased knowledge and understanding for supporting
migrant workers/ unorganized sector workers.

All the PRI members from 44 new GPs including existing GPs sensitized and extended
their cooperation/ collaboration for registration work. 

Organized Village/Labor Meetings with the involvement of migrant families/vulnerable
non-migrant community and created massive awareness and built up rapport in the
proposed areas.  

Organized special stake-holder linkages/meetings with PRI representatives at village
level and established better relation and gained momentum of linkages initiatives to
migrants.  

The migrant and their families made aware about the adverse impact through mass
awareness and education programs, Street play and walling.  

Conducted Small Group Meetings (SGM) with the involvement of return migrant
workers during important local festivals including wives of migrants towards sensitizing
on various issues related to migrants at destination. This helped the migrants to check
themselves while staying at destinations.

Continued Panchayat level canopy Abhiyans by local Artists consisting 3-4 days in
each GP and speed up the process of tracking migrants and increased level of
awareness in the program areas.

Reduction of In-Transit
Harassment of workers

through campaign 

The migrant workers aware of all forms of harassments and reduced the in-transit
harassment and risks.  

Spread the message in two districts through canopy events and particularly the districts
administration including media played supporting migrants in this context.  

Knowledge Generation
and Research  

Information base on migration of the proposed blocks is made available.
Conducted impact studies of migrant workers made the report available which will
serve as vehicle of information for addressing policy issues.

Registration and Photo
ID Work

3845 Cards have been issued to migrant workers. These cards help them as identity
proof at workplace, during travel and before police.

Training and Placement Developed skills of all trainees and at least 40-50% are placed immediately after
training and led towards self reliance.  

Legal Aid 

Created space for migrants and their families including other various stakeholders to
come on a single platform to discuss issues of migration 
Enabled to create a platform where migrant families and different stakeholders came
together to share and learn about rights and entitlements. 
The migrant workers and their families increased their legal knowledge on labour laws
and protected themselves. Also raised their voice against injustice and harassment
that they face at workplace in terms of irregular and low payment, claiming injury related
cases etc.  
At least 90% dispute cases are solved during legal clinic days
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Financial Services & Social
Security

The targeted migrants and their families developed understanding on various
banking propositions and in a gradual process accessed to  available opportunities
including benefit on social security Schemes endorsed by Government.

Collectivization 

Established linkages between sources to destination by forming plumbers collective
in Navi Mumbai.  

Developed clear understanding by the concerned project staff about the destination
realities for supporting the migrants.

Empower Community
Through Livelihood &
Malnutrition Program

Linkages

30 VHVs equipped with required skills ensuring minimum nutrition linkages at both
the centers. They also acted as Village Health Cadres responding the health needs
of migrants and their families. 

Provided health kits to VHVs with essential medicines for accessing poor
communities/ patients at door step.      

The project team established better relationship with block and district
administration and empowered the communities through health and nutrition
linkages capitalizing on the existing systems. 

1500 families facilitated health/malnutrition program linkages at both the centers.

Advocacy Initiatives
Highlighted issues of migrant workers before the block and district administration
through advocacy initiatives and the Government machinery took step for
supporting migrants.  

Staff Capacity Building

Increased growth and performance of staff to execute the planned activities properly
in the fields through technical training & Exposure visits.

All project team members could equip with required skills and ensured quality
deliveries on migration services project.

Information, Education &
Communication

70% Migrants and their families aware of various issues through IEC materials. 

Created massive awareness among general public through IEC and walling.  

1.11. SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT OF SCHEDULED CASTE COMMUNITY IN A
CLUSTER BASED APPROACH: 
Gram-Utthan has undertaken Odisha Scheduled Caste & Scheduled Tribe Financial Development Corporation
supported (OSFDC) Project. The project started on 1st July 2014 and implemented in Rajkanika block of Kendrapada
district covering 289 SC BPL households consisting of 08 villages from 04 Gram Panchayats.  
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Activity No of program 
Members

participated/
benefited 

Base line Survey at GP level 8 villages from 4 GPs 289

G P level Objective sharing workshop 4 199

Village Level meeting 16 265

BPL SHG formation 17 211

BPL SHG Bank linkage 17 211

SHG CB Training 4 149

Financial Management Training 4 172

Activity wise Beneficiary Selection 211 211

Cross verification by line department 211 211

Selection of Adolescent Girls for Tailoring Training 15 15

Selection of unemployed youth for skill dev. Training (Motor winding) 10 10

Tailoring Training For Adolescents Girl 1st Batch for (3month) 01 14

Quarterly Review Meeting (Block Level) 01 21

Cluster level Committee Formation 01 09

Quarterly Leadership Training  For SHG /village& cluster based
Producer Group 02 74

Awareness raising on Social Security& livelihood Linkage 01 38

Monthly Review Meeting 04 32
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1.12. USHA SILAI SCHOOL PROJECT: 
Under Usha Silai School Project, Gram-Utthan being a Nodal Agency along with other field NGOs i.e. Swayanshree,
Cuttack, Radhakrushna Club, Jagatsinghpur, Darbar Sahitya Sansad, Khordha and SOVA, Puri, are playing a vital
role to improve skills and household income of the rural women. The mission of this project is to bring knowledge,
life skills, and linkages to poor rural women and young girls to enable to build up their well being. This is a national
level program to empower women so that they can earn their livelihoods at home by teaching sewing (running the
school), stitching other people’s clothes and servicing others’ sewing machines. The women are expected to teach
about 20 women/girls every year in their Silai School by the sewing machine given to them.

PRESENT STATUS

Sl. No. District No of USS
Average Monthly

Earning per
Entrepreneur 

Average Students
Passed out in

school

Average Students Enrolled
per school at present

1 Angul  10 1100 205 18

2 Balasore  10 1300 238 21

3 Dhenkanal  10 1100 390 23

4 Jajpur 10 1300 289 25

5 Bhadrak 10 1500 752 24

6 Kendrapada 10 1200 138 16

7 Jagatsinghpur 10 2100 216 21

8 Khordha 10 1100 193 19

9 Cuttack 10 1200 185 14

10 Puri 10 1100 187 12

100 2793 193

State Level Master Trainers Training Program Rural Women engaged in stitching
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The technical expert from USHA International Ltd. (UIL)
imparted technical training and the Silai Master imparted
training as per the schedule. On the first day of the program
the women were given their sewing machine supported by
USHA on which they learned and took it back with
themselves. On the last day of the training, they were
provided with Silai School signage to fix in their houses
where they will teach. All 100 teacher and learners who have
passed out from Usha Silai Schools have been provided
with participation certificates from Usha International
Limited. 
After completion of training, all the 100 trained women have
opened Silai Schools in their villages and imparting practical
and theoretical teaching to village girls and women. Of

course now, they are earning from the school fees and
stitching of local orders.  .
USHA International Ltd. supplied the machine to all 100
beneficiaries with no cost and also facilitated Technical
Trainer & Master Trainer for each program. Now GU is
running 100 Silai Schools in 100 villages in 10 districts
smoothly.  USHA International Ltd has also conducted the
Training of Trainers (TOT) facilitated by Gram-Utthan to 10
Women from 10 districts who have now become master
trainers for their respective districts. They are confidently
conducting future skill development trainings to other boys
and girls and to the 208 Satellite Silai Schools (SSS) which
are being monitored by Gram-Utthan Team. 

STORY OF SABITA NAYAK – A CONFIDENT RISK BEARING ENTREPRENEUR 
Sabita Nayak (35), an entrepreneur running the Usha Silai School at Patnasahi village in Block-
Tihidi of Bhadrak, Odisha. She has a large family comprising of her in-laws, husband and 1 child.
Her husband is a farmer. UIL Silai School partner NGO, Gram-Utthan identified Sabita where she
got an opportunity in the 1st phase to undergo training. 

Sabita had the desire for getting self recognized and the confidence to run an enterprising venture.
She attended the residential training which gave her hope, enthusiasm and a road map to increase
her income by running a silai school in her village. She came back to her village with an intense
desire to improve her financial condition and made her business enterprise successful when she
started stitching petticoat and sold in nearby markets.

Now Sabita has proved herself skilled and placed as Usha signage with all syllabus, Usha Sewing
Machine and certificate. She developed a vigorous community mobilization through close interaction
with small group meetings at village level with the support of UIL-NGO partners. The community as
whole supported her. Hereafter, women and girls started attending her Silai School by paying Rs
50/- per month. Thus, the Silai School run and petticoat business by Sabita became popular in the
village. During the reporting year almost 85 learners have already completed their course in Silai
School and 03 of them have bought Usha machines at a discount price, and present 15 learners
under training in her school. 

Sabita’s annual family income was Rs 35,000/- before she started her Silai School. Now she earns
Rs 15,000/- per month (Annually 1, 80,000/-). This includes her school fees and selling of petticoats
and blouses in nearby local markets. This regular income has helped the entire family of Sabita and
hence all the male members too support with her endeavour now. At present there is no problem
for sustaining her children’s education, health and other requirements. Moreover, Self-respect, sense
of living with dignity and increased decision making for herself are some of the aspects that have
been achieved due to the increased income from the Silai School. She is socially & economically
getting stronger and keeps on maintaining a decent life. 

Her creative and innovative mindset along with her ability to take risks helped her to increase her
level of income. Her school is now a mini hub of learning and earnings through the platform of
sewing. 
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1.13. BANYA-FLOODING
After Phailin of 2013, Banya-Flooding started in September 2014. As a result people in Tihidi block of Bhadrak
district were very much affected. Once again, Terre des Hommes and Terre des Foundation came forward to support
the affected communities by providing relief and rehabilitation. The program started from   18-08-2014 to 31-01-
2015. 

Progress on Relief and Rehabilitation 
Relief support Rehabilitation    

Name of block covered Tihidi Tubewell Platform Raising 14

No of GP covered 3 WASH Awareness Programs 118

No of village covered 44 Distribution of Hand washing Set 20

No of HHs benefited 3436 Spreading WASH message
through Wall Painting 20

1.14 ODISHA PHAILIN EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGRAM (OPER)
Odisha Phailin Emergency Response program is carried out in participatory approach in two districts covering three
blocks i.e.  Ganjam, Rangeilunda and Kholikote blocks under Ganjam district and Krushnaprasad block under Puri
District in Odisha state. This has been done in collaboration with Terre des homes  and Terre des homes Foundation
and ECHO.  

List of villages covered under rehabilitation in Krushnaprasad and Khalikote blocks in Puri and Ganjam districts
respectively.

Sl. No Name of Panchayats covered under
Krushnaprasad block Name of Villages

1 Badaanla

1. Village 
2. Haripur
3. Srirampur
4. Harijansahi
5. Rasakudi
6. Kholamunha

2 Krushnaprasad 7. Balinasi
3 Badajhada 8. Ipinga Bouripali

9. Gobardhuli
10. Golpur
11. Jahnabudhi
12. Gourisi
13. Jenapur

14. Jharkata
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Sl. No Name of Panchayats covered under
Krushnaprasad block Name of Villages

15. Kurupala
16. Mardharajpur

4 Alanda

17. Sipia
18. Alanda
19. Alandapatna
20. Jamuna

Name of Panchayats covered under  Khalikote
block

5 Komanda
1. Gudijhar
2. Mukundapur(Mohanpur)

REHABILITATION

Description 
Physical Achievements 

Krushnaprasad Kholikote Total 

No of village covered 20 2 21

No of GP covered 4 1 5

Unconditional Cash Transfer 

No of UCT. Beneficiaries 44 11 55

Community work ( HHs 6 2 8

Shelter Components

No of shelter Repaired 35 - 35

No of shelters under progress 30 3 33

WASH Component 

No of Water filter  distributed
( HHs benefited)  14 2 16

Bucket distributed 5 2 7

Public hand washing Point completed  6 1 7

No of tube wells repaired with platform raising 14 - 14
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Description 
Physical Achievements 

Krushnaprasad Kholikote Total 
No of open well repaired with platform raising  3 1 4

No of Pipeline Point completed 4 1 5

Hand wash education program 9 1 10
Drinking water education program  19 2 21
Water Testing 80 10 90
Water Laboratory Testing 8 0 6

CFW Components

Total Human Days created under Cash For Work(CFW) 1716 564 2280

OVERALL IMPACT
Gram-Utthan had clear, relevant and realistic objectives that focused on building resilience to affected communities
by Phailin. Its approach was based on detailed analysis and lesson-learning. The positive internal rate of return of
the OPER and the positive impact on target beneficiaries in the core relief service and rehabilitation activities have
been quite appropriate in terms of project outputs and objectives, overall, it provided value for money. 
In particular, the affected households privileged to get materials for repair and construct immediate shelter, disabled
friendly shelters including hygiene kits. This has reduced their immediate survival tension.   
Tube wells and open wells were identified and repaired with platform raising. As a result, people are now accessed
to safe drinking water. 
The community on health approach has strengthened which has led to sustainable development in the areas with
its multiplier effects. Health seeking behavior is increasing among the people through increased awareness.  
Our efforts have been quite successful and the beneficiaries are on their way to lead towards well heeled.  Thus,
the OPER project has been successful and contains much of what we consider to be best practice in delivering the
TDH aid through well designed and innovative approach.
The ECHO, TDH and TDH Foundation have provided timely support and cooperation in keeping with the project
plan that has helped to carry out the implantation work successfully.  Now the affected beneficiaries reconciled to
their fate and began to restart their life.

KEY LEARNING :
Community sanction is rudimentary success of any emergencies response. 
Cash for work can be a viable alternative in terms of temporary source.
Cash for work also helps in a focus on needs of all in a family and specially children.
Cash transfer can be a useful tool for psycho social recovery of beneficiaries.
Asset creation in a village can withstand future threat with proper planning
Stakeholders’ participation strengthens the recovery faster.
CFW has mitigated seasonal migration of many who otherwise would have displaced their families for a season
which would have affected children’s education. 
It is learnt that community choices and preferences change over time when they are exposed to various choice.
Targeting a few is a big challenge when a huge number of houses are damaged. Ensured behavioural changes on
WASH among the people requires constant and follow up and early arrangement. 
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1.15. TARGET INTERVENTION (TI)
Gram-Utthan was undertaken Target Intervention (TI) by the support of Odisha State AIDS Control Society,
Department of Health & family Welfare, Government of Odisha for supporting the FSWs. OSACS envisions a state
where every person living with HIV has access to quality care and is treated with dignity. Effective prevention, care
and support for HIV/AIDS is possible in an environment where human rights are respected and where those infected
or affected by HIV/AIDS live a life without stigma and discrimination. However, the project was of community based
core group intervention to reduce high-risk sexual behavior to low in order to control & prevent STD/HIV/AIDS in
the intervention areas with the following long term objectives-

To increase the level of awareness / to educate the people on reduction of Sexual Transmitted Infections
(STI) and Reproductive Track Infections (RTI) along with HIV/AIDS in the operational area by using innovative
communication methods. 
To establish lobby & advocacy mechanism by mainstreaming the PLWHA in the society through giving socio-
economic and referral measures. 
To create an enabling environment in which we can build up a healthy society i.e. not prone to HIV/AIDS
To increase utilization of Primary Health Centre (PHC) and first referral unit for sexual health care
To educate the Female Sex Worker through counseling about the negative effects of their high risk sexual
behaviors.
To achieve the target of Zero Transmission of HIV/AIDS

To ensure an enabling environment and promote awareness and reduce high risk behavior among the targeted
population, Gram-Utthan was keen to understand the area, the population and the issue as a whole. In order to
translate OSACS envisions, started intervening in capital city of Bhubaneswar.
Before initiating Community Need Assessment (CNA)/study two of the Sr. Managers from Gram-Utthan were trained
by OSACS. Agenda was prepared during a Pre Orientation Session conducted under guidance & orientation session
undertaken by the trained personnel to the team members to be involved in Need Assessment. The action component
was based on following schedule. 

Sl Methods used Period  
1 Orientation 15/11/2014

2 Social Mapping 16/11/2014
3 Questionnaire 17/11/2014 to 20/12/2014
4 Focus Group Discussion 26th, 28th, 29th Nov. 5th & 9th Dec.
5 In-depth Interview 5th, 12th,13th, 17th, & 23rd

Hereafter, as per guideline for CNA is concerned, the Research team was constituted taking 06 members including a
freelance Consultant. They planned for different methods and designed the tools and techniques for proper case study
with the following objectives: 

To have idea about the Knowledge Attitude & Practice (KAP) of people of proposed intervention. 
To ascertain the vulnerability existing status of FSWs.   
To avail guidance and expert support (need-based and area specific) from expert groups, consultants
(institutions and agents) 
To know the Health facility and health seeking behavior of target population
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To assess the unattended needs of community, appraise their existing status. 
To Design the intervention projection for better & qualitative deliverables.
To draw a clear-cut picture about the social & demographic profile, area & population prone to RTI, STI, &
HIV/AIDS

The study was conducted in four Hotspots locations in Bhubaneswar City as follows

Name of the Site 
Site

characteristics/
social profile 

Interviewed
with HRGs -

(FSW)
Sub - Typology 

BB HB SB Secret

Mali Sahi Unit-3,
Kharabela nagar Residential area 200 200 - - -

Master Canteen,
Park, Railway

Station
Garden/Park 10 - - - 10

Market place 20 - - 20

Station area 20 17 3

Rasulgarh,
Kochilei Hat Industrial area 55 - 32 - 23

Palasuni Main village area 50 - 25 - 25

Methodology adopted
Community group discussion
Transect 
Interview with key informants
Prepare a broad map, site maps and resource map

Major Findings
During the intervention period, it has been perceived that the city area is prone to HIV/AIDS. Numbers of people
are involved in unsafe sex and high-risk sexual practices. The people involved in such activities are suffering from
severe diseases like RTI & STI and are prone to HIV positive.  
Due to poverty the parents are not interested to send their children to school that leads to increase the illiteracy
and create juvenile delinquencies.
Mainly the females are exploited by Social stigma, so they don't participate in any meeting and no meet with other
persons that create female ignorance in the society.
The female ignorance is so high that it leads to form large family. They think that the children are God’s gift. As a
result the Children's of large family are wondering as street children or working in hotel as a child Labour.
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Due to lack of education, communication and awareness in the community STD/AIDS spreads very easily.
Due to lack of proper health service facilities and knowledge on STD people suffered by this disease.
No knowledge on condom use and due to shyness many people not purchase the condom. Non availability of
condom outlet in the area also create problem
According to different methodology it was clear that the unsafe practice is still continuing.
The symptoms of STD have many people and also some HIV infection persons remain in our target area. But due
to some social stigma and shyness they don’t share the problem with Doctors and others. 

Significant Achievements: 
Rigorous counseling and condom
promotional activities have been done
for prevention of HIV/AIDS.  
150 MSW and 250 FSW have been
tracked during the reporting through
regular visits. 
Developed understanding by HRGs for
clinical visits. 
Regularized medical check, reference
services, blood test and HIV test. 
Organized a mega Rally by the FSW in
capital city of Bhubaneswar for
supporting them for their well being on
the occasion of World AIDS Day.  Celebration of World AIDS Day

1.16. VOCATIONAL SKILL TRAINING FOR POVERTY RIDDEN UNEMPLOYED YOUTH FOR SELF –RELIANCE  

Gram-Utthan is affiliated as National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) Training Provider to implement skill
based trainings as per the National Occupational Standard across domains to make the youth employable. NSDC
has identified Gram-Utthan as a platform to support innovative solutions, practices and models that address critical
gaps and unmet needs in the vocational skilling value chain. To its credit the organization has undertaken a host of
short term and market driven training programs in various sectors that would provide gainful employment and career
growth to the trainees and would suit anyone with little or no schooling. Our way of SKILL strives toward achieving
a skilled workforce in India, a work force that is capable of increased productivity and output that is on par with
global Industry practices. Various skilling domains of Gram-Utthan under aegis of NSDC are:

Agriculture

Automotive

Telecome

Electrical

Construction

Textiles

IT-ITES
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As non-profit entity, Gram-Utthan
represents the core philosophy of
NSDC with the prime object to
contribute to the development of state
by enhancing the employability & self
employability of youth through skill
development, education and quality
placement. GU’s promoters have
resourceful experience in the said
domain and have given a head start to
the career of almost 1, 62, 602 trainees
three coastal districts i.e. Kendrapada,
Bhadrak and Jajpur in   Odisha
province. Computer Trainees

YEAR WISE TARGET FOR THE NEXT 10 YEARS FROM 2015-2024

Trade 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Paddy Farming 480 1440 2200 2640 3080 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 

Banana Farming 480 1440 2200 2640 3080 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 
Dairy Farming 576 1728 2640 3168 3696 3960 3960 3960 3960 3960 
Integrated Fish Farming 432 1296 1980 2376 2772 2970 2970 2970 2970 2970 
Computer Education 216 648 990 1188 1386 1584 1683 1782 1782 1782 
Mobile Repairing 270 360 450 540 630 720 765 810 810 810 
Motor Winding 270 360 450 540 630 720 765 810 810 810 
Plumbing 270 360 450 540 630 720 765 810 810 810 
Driving 443 591 738 886 1034 1108 1108 1108 1108 1108 
Tailoring 234 702 1073 1287 1502 1609 1609 1609 1609 1609 
Total 3671 8925 13171 15805 18440 19991 20225 20459 20459 20459
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1. WOMEN EMPOWERMENT:
GU has taken care to include gender dynamics in
various aspects of its works since beginning of the
organization. In the process women and adolescents
girls are promoted and proactively motivated to
participate in all the programs and activities. It has
been a part of the strategy to promote adolescents
to take part in meetings at the village level as well as
encourage them to attend the meetings at the block
or district levels. Meanwhile, appropriate awareness
programs have been organized on gender issues
and made them aware to fight against gender
disparity. 
1.2. Celebration of International Women’s Day:

GU in collaboration of ISD celebrated
International Women’s Day in the capital city
of Odisha. The International Women's Day
celebrated on 8th March is a universal day for
all women around the world. It endows them
with a sense of honour, dignity and self
respect for being the person that they are.
This day marks a celebration of the
economic, social, cultural and political
achievements made by women over the
years through our interventions.

It is to be mentioned worthy that tormented
and subjugated throughout all times and
ages, women have fought their way through
exploitation, harassment, and have managed
to secure their rights in the public domain. In
spite of continuing exploitation and injustice
against women both in the domestic and work
sector today, several milestones have been
achieved in terms of education, freedom of
choice and liberty, equality etc. with growing
literacy and financial independence women
feel more empowered today to assert their
right to a life of dignity and self-worth.

SECTION-III

State level Women’s Day Celebration
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1.3. Advocacy towards Civil & Political Rights,
Women’s Rights, Human & Environmental
Justice, Media or General Public:

Advocacy towards Civil & Political Rights,
Women’s Rights, Human & Environmental
Justice, Media or General Public play a major
role in promoting human justice, equality and
fundamental rights.  For minorities - dalits and
the women in general, the situation is more
difficult by the prevailing political situation.
The state, which is duty bound to provide
these communities with better alternatives of
their basic rights has not been able to do so.
This is not surprising, after 66 years of India’s
independence, these communities have had
hardly any meaningful representation in the
policy making processes and corporation
created for the sole purpose of helping these
communities access human rights. Sadly, few
of them have been effective and any positive
impact has been confined to small pockets.
Considering its importance, GU has given top
priority in promoting human rights through
advocacy with the involvement of media,
human rights activists, and the general public
in the advocacy part for promoting human
rights and entitlement. 

Women of the deprived communities, in
particular, have been affected by the context
in a much more detrimental manner than
men. They have been forced to undertake a
variety of roles; all of them in addition to their
traditionally ascribed reproductive functions.
In the new circumstances, gender based
discrimination and disparities across most
social indicators have become more
apparent. This deterioration is partly due to
coming into increased contact with violation
of human rights and frequently changed
policy context. Dalit and minority and other
socially excluded communities are not
privileged to participate in local self-
government than their male counterparts due
to lack of political awareness. Therefore,

creating a sense of understanding towards
human rights and gender disparity is the need
of the hour. 

1.4. Child Rights for Child Protection:  

Gram-Utthan is a women and child centric
organization. Women and children play a vital
role in all our developmental program
components. Since inception Gram-Utthan
has realized that women and children are the
most vulnerable groups in society. Women
are the pivotal force for development of
family, community and society. Yet their basic
needs are often ignored or denied, and their
rights and persons violated. The children
represent the future generation. They too
have always been neglected. Considering
this importance in 90% of project
implementation activities, women and
children are given top priority.  Though
Children are not directly provided support
from Gram-Utthan. But the organization
identifies vulnerable families and neglected
children’s families and involves them in
various development sector/ program
components so that the neglected or
vulnerable/affected children from members
and non- members families can get benefited.
Thus, in all our development sector/program
components, children play a major role. 

Considering the vulnerability of children,
Gram-Utthan concentrates regarding child
rights for child protection, addressing issues
of Child Trafficking, missing children, children
without parents or single parents/ ill parents,
children from ultra-poor parents and efforts
are made to link up with Integrated Child
Protection Scheme (ICPS), social security
Scheme e.g. RSBY, ICDS, Health and
Nutrition security programs including Right to
Education (RTE) and Right to Information
(RTI).
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1. GU’s DISTRICT RESOURCE CENTRE, NUAPADA
One of the institutional mechanisms desired to take proactive steps to address the area of concern is the creation
of District Resource Centre (DRC). Keeping that in mind, the DRC, Nuapada has been formed in 2013 through
GU’s own initiation. The DRC is envisaged as instrument to bring Social, Economic empowerment of rural poor
with particularly those belonging to the under privileged sections of society through farm based activities, vocational
skill training and placement. Essentially the Centre is expected to take care of all dimensions related to women
empowerment in a holistic manner. 

SECTION-IV

1.1. Functions and strategies of DRC - Economic
Empowerment: The DRC helps to identify and
provide training in conventional and non-
conventional trades specifically through creation of
Self Help Groups. The Centre promotes micro-
enterprise development and establishes effective
marketing linkages. The centre forms different
livelihood collectives, demonstrate farm
mechanisation for supporting the small and marginal
farmers including female farmers. Also, it provides
forward and backward linkages with funders offering
grants, financial institutions, development and
commercial banks, agencies offering loan. 

1.2. Human resource Development:  The DRC plays a
vital role for human resource development. It

promotes vocational training in conventional and
non-conventional trades and aim to develop
entrepreneurs with marketing activities for both
products and services.  Moreover, it gives top priority
to impart skill for specific trades and to provide
forward and backward linkages enabling women to
be a part of productive work force obtain good
remuneration. It also imparts training to vocation skill
training and life skill education among vulnerable
youth, and adolescents and concerned for their
placement immediately after training is over. 

1.3. Social Empowerment: The DRC creates a platform
for awareness generation on social issues relevant
for women disseminating knowledge about their
rights, privileges, opportunities and threats. 
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2.  REACHING OUT:

2.1. Information, Education & Communication:
Information, Education and Communication have a
vital role in bringing about behaviour -change in the
community regarding RCH Programmes. The main
objective of all IEC activities is to encourage people
for adopting positive attitude towards issues related
to reproductive and Child Health issues thereby
improving the quality of life. One important aspect of
any IEC interventions is to maintain the continuity
and consistency of the messages so that the same
are re-enforced and strengthened and ultimately are
adopted by the people as way of life. 

2.2. Collaboration & Strategic partnership: GU gets
involved with programmatic & economic activities. To
carry out these activities, the organization has
ongoing collaborations and strategic partnership with
regional, national and international Donor Agencies
and trying more & more to bring their attention
towards our operational area.

2.3. Advocacy, Networking and Governance: Gram-
Utthan is pro-actively engaged with NGOs working
in different parts of India for building alliance to
counter the broader issues of injustice and
negligence. The objective is to discuss issues
concerning peace building work, legal and
counselling services for the women, livelihoods
promotion, heritage preservation, basic amenities,
domestic violence and health of adolescent girls.
Efforts are being undertaken to strengthen the
network for wider reach and impact. Moreover,
organizing common people into non-political People’s
Committees for developing their awareness and
initiating joint effort to solve their problems has been
the core activity of Gram-Utthan since its inception.
These People’s Committees also take action

program against atrocities and domestic violence
against women. Regular meetings at GP/block level
are organized with action programs conducted
addressing the problem in the GP/blocks all program
areas. 

We firmly believe that the field of sustainable
development is a cooperative one, not a competitive
one. If we are to achieve the high goals we set, we
must combine our efforts with those of other actors.
All stakeholders from government and corporate to
civil society and donor agencies have different skills
that together can help achieve the desired results.
Over the last year we have endeavored to build
networking with

Sa-Dhan

INAFI India

Planet Finance

Access Development 

South Asia Microfinance Network (Acted)

Member of National Coalition Network for
supporting unorganized sector workers 

State level Net work member for child
Protection 

2.4. Civil Society Organizations (CSOs): We work
closely with other NGOs, exchanging knowledge and
information and also drawing upon their expertise in
their field and sharing our own. 

2.5. Government: Both Govt. & Non Govt. Organizations
extend their funding and non-funding support to
Gram-Utthan to run the activities smoothly. To sustain
the activities, efforts are also made to mobilize local
resources & generate income through different IGPs.

SECTION-V
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SECTION-VI

EXPOSURE VISIT BY GU STAFF 

Program Name  of org./Place
visited Persons visited Date 

Exposure on water and Sanitation SANGHAMITRA,
Mysore, Karnatak

Srikant Sundar Dash
Divayoti Rout
Prakash Jena

Uttam Ku. Nayak

29 June-1st July 2014

Exposure on Sanitation Program Mursidabad,
West Bengal

Bidyadhar Pradhan, 
CO 25th Nov-2014

Sanitation Training BBSR Binod Bihari Das

Madhyam  Foundation , Ranapur
PARDA, Nuapada

Abhaya Kumar Maharaj
with Project team September 2014

OUTSIDE PROGRAM ATTENDED 

Program Organized by  Place Persons attended 
Partners Meet & Water credit Forum

of Water.org Water.org, USA New Delhi Mr. Govind Dash, Secretary

India CSR Summit 2014 India Institute of Corporate
Affair ( IICA), NGO Box New Delhi Chaitanya Biswal

Santosh Kumar Mishra

Odisha NGO partners Meet working
migration services project 

Aajeevika Bureau, Udaipur
by the support of
SDTT, Mumbai 

CYSD, BBSR Mr. Govind Dash, Secretary
Sanatan Behera

Odisha NGO partners Meet working
migration services project

Aajeevika Bureau, Udaipur
by the support of  SDTT,

Mumbai
Suryansh, BBSR

Mr. Govind Dash, Secretary
Sanatan Behera
Abhay Maharaj

Odisha NGO partners Meet working
migration services project

Aajeevika Bureau, Udaipur
by the support of  SDTT,

Mumbai
Suryansh, BBSR Sanatan Behera

Abhay Maharaj

State Advocacy Workshop
Madhyam  Foundation,
BBSR by the support of

SDTT, Mumbai 
CYSD Sanatan Behera

Mumbai Collective meeting Gram-Utthan by the support
of SDTT, Mumbai Navi Mumbai Abhaya Kumar Maharaj &

Pradipta Kumar Nayak

Decentralized Governance & Youth
development

Rajiv Gandhi National Insti-
tute of Youth Development
(RGNIYD) and Center for

Youth & Social development
(CYSD)

CYSD, BBSR Basanta Kumar Sahoo

Sanitation Training eKutir, BBSR CYSD, BBSR Binod bihari Das
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DISTINGUISHED DIGNITARIES VISITED AT GRAM-UTTHAN
Ms. Lesely Poris, International Program Manager, Water.org, USA
Mr. SA Nayakam, Senior WATSAN Officer, Water.org, India
Mr. Kannan G. , Financial Auditor, Water.org, India
Miss Jayanti Chhetri, Documentation Officer, Water.org, India
Mr. Willy Bergogne, Country Representative, Terre des homes, Kolkata
Mr. Bikas Manna, Regional Emergency Coordinator, TdH
Dr Soumitra Dutta, Regional Manager (MAHP) Micro Finance & Health Protection, Asia
Mr. Alok Chakrabarti , Freedom From Hunger
Mr. B. Chhotray,  SPHMPL, Odisha Head
Mr. Ramesh Kumar, CMD, SPHMPL, New Delhi
Mr. P.S. Mallick, GM, L & T Pvt. Ltd
Mr. Mandar Gandre, Senior Arch.
Mr. P.K. Mohanty, AGM, NABARD, Kendrapara
Mr. Brajesh Senapati, DPC, DWSM, Bhadrak
Mr. Anil Kumar Lenka, DPC, DWSM, Kendrapara
Mrs. Nibedita Nayak, Chairperson, Odisha State Welfare Board, BBSR
Mr. Jagadananda, Ex- RTI Commissioner, Odisha
Ms. Sucharita Roy (Migration) Program Officer, SDTT, Mumbai
Mrs. Moumita Sarkar, Program Manager-MCH & N
Mr. Chandra Sekhar, IGIDR , Mumbai
Ms. Nikhita Nandkarni, Program associate, Tata Trust ,Mumbai
Mr. Yasser Ahammed Khan , Analyst, NSDC, New Delhi
Mrs. Priya Bora, Deloitt, Delhi
Miss. Sasmita Swain, WEO, Rajkanika
Mrs. Charulata Mallick, DWO, Kendrapada
Mr. Ajay Desai, Sr. President & Chief Financial Inclusion Officer, Food & Agribusiness

Research Management, YES Bank Ltd.
Mr. Anup Ghosh, Risk Department, YES Bank Ltd. 
Mr. Chandraprakash Joshi, Senior Vice President, Food & Agribusiness Research Management

(FARM), YES Bank Ltd.
Mr. Susant Tripathy, Product Design Manager, YES Bank Ltd.
Satya Narayan Mishra, Senior Manager, Food & Agribusiness Research Management (FARM),

YES Bank Ltd.
Mr. Vivekananda Hembram, Regional Representative, NHB 
Mr. Krishna Chandra Mishra, CEO, eKuti Rural Management Services (P) Ltd. BBSR.   
Mr. James Varghese, FCA, Director-Investments & Finance, Tamilnadu 
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Our Donors Our Financial Institutions

NABARD, Odisha

RMK, NMDFC, SIDBI, AXIS BANK, FWWBI, ICICI BANK,
DEVELOPMENT CREDIT BANK, Maanaveeya Holdings
& Investment Pvt. Ltd.  NATIONAL HOUSING BANK,
Central Bank, Swarna Pragati Housing Microfinance
Private Ltd. Yes Bank Ltd. & eKutir.

SDTT & the Allied Trust, Mumbai

Water.org, USA

Freedom From Hunger, USA

FINIS Society, Netherland

USHA International

SIDBI, Bhubaneswar

National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC), New
Delhiv

Government  of Odisha

Government of India

AN OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PROGRAM 

1 Jaljeevika (Each drop of water adding value to
livelihoods) Water.org, USA

2 Rural & Urban Poverty Program for Migrant Workers,
Phase-III SDTT & the Allied Trust, Mumbai

3 Integrated Fish Farming Umbrella Program for Natural
Resource Management (UPNRM) NABARD, Odisha

4 Kalyani Rural Sani Mart NABARD, Odisha

5 Rural Sanitation NABARD, Odisha

6 Sustainable Livelihood Development of SC Community in
an integrated Cluster based Approach

OSFDC, (ST & SC Development Department),
Govt. of Odisha

7 Health & Nutrition Support Project ( Shakti - Varta) DFID, Govt. of Odisha

8 Sanitation Project FINIS Society, Netherland 
9 Sanitation eKutir
10 Rural Usha Silai School Project Reach India

11 Vocational Skill training for poverty ridden unemployed
youth for self reliance  NSDC, New Delhi






